COMPRESSED DEVELOPMENT

in Asia and Beyond

WHEN

8:30am-6pm
Friday, 18th May 2018

WHERE

Pavilion Room
St Antony’s College
Oxford

This one-day conference features three co-authors of the book manuscript Compressed Development (to be published by Oxford University Press), as well as informative commentators and critics. The event aims to foster an interdisciplinary dialogue around the ‘compressed development’ concept, comparing development across time and geographic regions, but with a contemporary focus.

Speakers include: Timothy Sturgeon (MIT), Tianbiao Zhu (Zhejiang), and Hugh Whittaker (Oxford),

Commentators and Chairs include: Robert Wade (LSE), Eric Thun (Oxford) and Xiaolan Fu (Oxford), Nahee Kang (KCL), Diego Sanchez-Ancochea (Oxford), Matthew McCartney (Oxford), Michael Best (UMass), Rachel Murphy (Oxford), Kyle Jaros (Oxford) and Takehiko Kariya (Oxford).

Please RSVP using the link below by the 4th of May. Participants are welcome to attend all four, or individual, sessions.

https://goo.gl/forms/klx5GMdncELfKJ34I2

Please email any questions to kara.juul@sant.ox.ac.uk

SESSION 1:
COMPRESSED DEVELOPMENT: WHY IT MATTERS
(9:00-10:40)

SESSION 2:
TECHNOLOGY, PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND COMPRESSED DEVELOPMENT
(11:10-12:40)

SESSION 3:
COMPRESSED DEVELOPMENT AND THE ADAPTIVE STATE
(14:00-15:30)

SESSION 4:
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT: A NEW FRONTIER OF COMPRESSION
(16:00-17:30)

RSVP

PLEASE RSVP TO REGISTER ATTENDANCE AND TO BE SENT FURTHER DETAILS

SPONSORS

School of Interdisciplinary Area Studies (with the support of the John Fell Fund)

Asian Studies Centre, St. Antony’s College

Nissan Institute of Japanese Studies